Structured-Document Processing Languages 2007 Course Feedback

You can comment in Finnish or in English, using both sides of the sheet.

GENERAL:
Your goal: ............................................ pass learn-the-essentials learn-all
Amount of interest in the topic: .............................little medium a lot
Time used weekly, including homework: 1–2h 2–4h 4–8h 8–16h 16–32h

CONTENTS OF THE COURSE:
Difficulty? .......................................................... easy medium difficult
The most difficult topics?
The easiest topics?
Did you have sufficient background, or some difficulties?
Should we add or remove something?

SLIDES:
How would you rate the slides? .......................... poor OK good
Amount of detail? ........................................ too-little OK too-detailed
Additional comments?

LECTURES:
Did you attend them? ...................................... no sometimes often always
Usefulness of the lectures? ................................ unnecessary useful necessary
Amount of detail: ........................................ too-little suitable too-much
How well did the lectures succeed? .................. poorly OK quite-well
Suggestions?

EXERCISES:
Did the exercises support your learning? .......... poorly OK quite well
Amount of homework assignments? ............. too little OK too many
Difficulty? ................................................ too easy OK too difficult
Did the exercise sessions succeed? .............. poorly OK quite-well
Suggestions?

HANDS-ON PRACTICE (for XML, SAX, DOM, XSLT, XSL, XQuery):
Did you do it? .............................................. yes no
Usefulness of it? ....................................... quite-useless OK very-useful
Comments on practical exercises?

OVERALL:
How satisfied were you with the course? ........ little medium much
What did you learn?
What did you fail to learn?

OTHER COMMENTS: